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brute washable hose ID : AC01

size: Ø18x1550mm (Ø0.7x61")
specification: 

noble washable hose ID : AC02

size: Ø18x1550mm (Ø0.7x61")
specification: 

mirage washable hose ID : AC03

size: Ø18x1530mm (Ø0.7x60")
specification: 

The body of the hose consists of two layers: it is 
a silicone pipe coated with black anodized 
aluminium. The silicone pipe complies with all 
sanitary requirements of use in food industry, so 
you can be sure, that the taste of tobacco smoke 
remains 100%  intact. The hose is fitted with a 
rotary joint which makes it very easy to 
manipulate with when smoking. A grounded 
simax glass socket joint is optionally connectible 
to the rotary joint. The hose may be washed by 
water together with the cleaning agent anytime.

The body of the hose consists of two layers: it is 
a silicone pipe coated with natural anodized 
aluminium. The silicone pipe complies with all 
sanitary requirements of use in food industry, so 
you can be sure, that the taste of tobacco smoke 
remains 100%  intact. The hose is fitted with a 
rotary joint which makes it very easy to 
manipulate with when smoking. A grounded 
simax glass socket joint is optionally connectible 
to the rotary joint. The hose may be washed by 
water together with the cleaning agent anytime.

The body of the hose consists of two layers: a 
silicone pipe is wrapped in stainless steel 
braiding. The silicone pipe complies with all 
sanitary requirements of use in food industry, so 
you can be sure, that the taste of tobacco smoke 
remains 100%  intact. The hose is fitted with a 
rotary joint which makes it very easy to 
manipulate with when smoking. A grounded 
simax glass socket joint is optionally connectible 
to the rotary joint. The hose may be washed by 
water together with the cleaning agent anytime.
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joint connector classic ID : AC04

size: Ø18x50mm (Ø0.7x2")
specification: 

joint connector comfort ID : AC05

size: Ø18x60mm (Ø0.7x2.4")
specification: 

hose holder ID : AC06

size: 20x20x50mm (0.8x0.8x2")
specification: 

Hose holder was designed for more comfortable 
hose putting off. It is made from stainless steel. 

A simax-glass grounded joint connector for type 
of meduse hose "Classic" (a hose equipped with 
a joint connector “Classic” – without a built-in 
check-valve). 

A simax-glass grounded joint connector for type 
of meduse hose "Comfort". These joints are 
intended for multi-hose models DUALITY (with 2 
hoses) and TRINITY (with 3 hoses). They 
feature a check valve, so you don't have to blind 
the handle while not drawing from pipe. The 
hose with check valve lets smoke through only 
one way: from the pipe corpus to the smoker. 
Using your pipe becomes more comfortable. 
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mirage hose handle ID : AC07

size: Ø20x220mm (Ø0.79x8.7")
specification: 

male plastic tips ID : ACP01

quantity: 100 pcs
specification: 

The hose handle made from highly durable 
simax glass offers unique possibility to enjoy the 
smoke also with your eyes. This unmatched 
solution was designed for Mirage and Mirage 
Grande models and lets you watch the smoke 
pouring right through your palms. 

Male plastic tips allow for sanitary smoking 
conditions in case one mouthpiece is shared by 
multiple smokers. The tip is standardized for all 
hose types produced by Meduse Design.
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air exchange valve ID : AC08

size: Ø25x65mm (Ø1x2.5")
specification: 

hose port plug ID : AC09

size: Ø19x23mm (Ø0.75x0.9")
specification: 

tongs ID : ACP02

size: 130x25mm (5.1x1")
specification: 

The grounded check -air- valve is made from 
simax-glass and comes in a protective box. The 
air valve (or one-way valve) allows the user to 
clear stale or overly thick smoke form the glass 
shisha corpus. This is done by blowing into the 
hose and pushing the used smoke out through 
the air exchange valve. The valve is blocked off 
by a simax glass ball bearing, which prohibits 
fresh air from entering the shisha pipe when 
sucking on the hose.

The grounded (simax glass) hose port plug is 
intended for blinding hose openings on multiple 
hose shisha pipe (type of Duality or Trinity pipe), 
when there is no need to use so many hoses.

The tongs are made from stainless steel and 
designed with maximum regard to user comfort 
(fits your hand, easy to handle and sturdy), 
same time its design is in perfect harmony with 
the Meduse Pipes collection visual concept.
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dying set - red ID : AC10

capacity: 50ml
specification: 

dying set - blue ID : AC11

capacity: 50ml
specification: 

dying set - yellow ID : AC12

capacity: 50ml
specification: 

Exclusively on the worldwide market we are the 
only to offer our customers enhanced visual 
smoking experience - coloured shisha pipe 
filling. All the special dyes we use comply to 
rigorous sanitary standards of food industry. The 
set includes a dose with red dye and a glass 
dosing spoon. The dose contains 50 ml of dye 
which is enough to colour water in 150 pipes.

Exclusively on the worldwide market we are the 
only to offer our customers enhanced visual 
smoking experience - coloured shisha pipe 
filling. All the special dyes we use comply to 
rigorous sanitary standards of food industry. The 
set includes a dose with blue dye and a glass 
dosing spoon. The dose contains 50 ml of dye 
which is enough to colour water in 150 pipes.

Exclusively on the worldwide market we are the 
only to offer our customers enhanced visual 
smoking experience - coloured shisha pipe 
filling. All the special dyes we use comply to 
rigorous sanitary standards of food industry.  
The set includes a dose with yellow dye and a 
glass dosing spoon. The dose contains 50 ml of 
dye which is enough to colour water in 150 pipes.
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dying set - red / extra large ID : AC13

capacity: 250ml
specification: 

dying set - blue / extra large ID : AC14

capacity: 250ml
specification: 

dying set - yellow / extra large ID : AC15

capacity: 250ml
specification: 

Exclusively on the worldwide market we are the 
only to offer our customers enhanced visual 
smoking experience - coloured shisha pipe 
filling. All the special dyes we use comply to 
rigorous sanitary standards of food industry.  
The set includes a dose with red dye and a glass 
dosing spoon. The dose contains 250 ml of dye 
which is enough to colour water in 750 pipes. 

Exclusively on the worldwide market we are the 
only to offer our customers enhanced visual 
smoking experience - coloured shisha pipe 
filling. All the special dyes we use comply to 
rigorous sanitary standards of food industry. The 
set includes a dose with blue dye and a glass 
dosing spoon. The dose contains 250 ml of dye 
which is enough to colour water in 750 pipes.

Exclusively on the worldwide market we are the 
only to offer our customers enhanced visual 
smoking experience - coloured shisha pipe 
filling. All the special dyes we use comply to 
rigorous sanitary standards of food industry.  
The set includes a dose with yellow dye and a 
glass dosing spoon. The dose contains 250 ml 
of dye which is enough to colour water in 750 
pipes.
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silicone spacer ID : AC16

size: Ø112mm (Ø4.4")
specification: 

metal box ID : ACP03

size: Ø66x22mm (Ø2.6x0.9")
specification: 

accessory pouch ID : AC17
price: 
size: 260x160mm (10.2x6.3")
specification: 

Silicone spacer was extra designed for shisha 
models Mirage and Mirage Grande. Silicone 
spacer makes safe distance in between shisha 
corpus and Mirage (Grande) glass stand.

A pocket-size handy box. It can be used to store 
screen filters, tobacco, plastic tips... 

The double-pouch with zipper will prevent you 
from loosing any of small shisha parts and will 
safety store the accessories and your flavored 
tobacco.
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head (bowl) + 2 tubes ID : AC18

size: Ø61x214mm (Ø2.4x8.4") 
tobacco volume: 7-10 g
time: 40-60 min. of smoking
specification: 

large head (bowl) + 2 tubes ID : AC19

size: Ø86x214mm (Ø3.4x8.4") 
tobacco volume: 20-25 g
time: 70-100 min. of smoking
specification: 

tube for head ID : AC20

size: Ø12x145mm (Ø0.5x5.7") 
specification: 

A shisha head (bowl) with padded protective 
box. This mould Simax shisha head is made 
from the most durable glass on market which is 
used at chemical laboratories. As well as on all 
the Meduse Pipes glass components, the outer 
surface of the head is grounded, thus avoiding 
use of any gaskets and seals from nondurable 
materials (India rubber, etc.).

A large shisha head with padded protective box. 
This head (bowl) is great for more smoke on 
those multiple hose shisha pipes. Its made from 
the most durable glass on market which is used 
at chemical laboratories. As well as on all the 
Meduse Pipes glass components, the outer 
surface of the head is grounded, thus avoiding 
use of any gaskets and seals from nondurable 
materials (India rubber, etc.).

A tube with screw for head (bowl). This tube is 
made from the most durable glass (Simax) on 
market which is used at chemical laboratories. 
The tube is versatile for both size of Meduse 
Pipe heads.
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coal tray ID : AC21

size: 135x80mm (5.3x3.1")
specification: 

coal tray for large head ID : AC22

size: 135x89mm (5.3x3.5")
specification: 

upper screen filter ID : AC23

size: Ø40x55x15mm  (Ø1.6x2.2x0.6")
specification: 

The stainless steel coal tray, intended for cinder 
preparation and subsequent pipe maintenance. 
Inserted between the glass corpus opening and 
the pipe head. Its setting is very easy and fast, 
there is no need for additional tools or sealing. 
The tray may be easily passed around the pipe 
to serve just where needed. 

The stainless steel coal tray, intended for cinder 
preparation and subsequent pipe maintenance. 
Inserted between the glass corpus opening and 
the pipe head. Its setting is very easy and fast, 
there is no need for additional tools or sealing. 
The tray may be easily passed around the pipe 
to serve just where needed. 

Its shape and material thickness guarantee 
balanced heating of tobacco mixture on the 
screen. The screen has holds on sides intended 
to help you with handling burning charcoal. It is 
made from stainless steel (AISI 304) used in 
food industry, which is approved for sanitary use 
even when heated.
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upper screen filter for large head ID : AC24

size: Ø68x79x9mm (Ø2.7x3.1x0.4")
specification: 

lower screen filter (versatile) ID : AC25

size:  Ø29mm (Ø1.1") 
specification: 

tobacco tamper (charcoal holder) ID : AC26

size: Ø66x106mm (Ø2.6x4.2") 
specification: 

Its shape and material thickness guarantee 
balanced heating of tobacco mixture on the 
screen. The screen has holds on sides intended 
to help you with handling burning charcoal. It is 
made from stainless steel (AISI 304) used in 
food industry, which is approved for sanitary use 
even when heated.

Special shape of the screen provides steady air 
circulation with regard to the most thrifty tobacco 
burning. It is made from stainless steel (AISI 
304) used in food industry, which is approved for 
sanitary use even when heated.

The stainless steel tobacco tamper was 
designed for spreading tobacco evenly along the 
whole head (large head only) surface to make it 
levelled. It is also possible to use the tamper like 
a charcoal holder.
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wind cover ID : AC27

size: Ø70x55mm (Ø2.8x2.2") 
specification: 

ID : AC28

size: Ø65x37mm (Ø2.6x1.5") 
specification: 

head set ID : AC29

specification: 

Set includes:
1 pcs of standard head with container
2 pcs of tubes with box
1 pcs of upper screen filter
1 pcs lower screen filter
1 pcs of coal tray

The wind cover for large head allows you to 
smoke indoor and outdoor without the fear of the 
charcoal falling on the floor. Using this wind 
cover will give you a smooth and consistent 
smoke out of your shisha pipe. 

wind cover for large head

The wind cover allows you to smoke indoor and 
outdoor without the fear of the charcoal falling on 
the floor. Using this wind cover will give you a 
smooth and consistent smoke out of your shisha 
pipe. 
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ID : AC30

specification: 

Set includes:
1 pcs of large head with container
2 pcs of tubes with box
1 pcs of large upper screen filter
1 pcs lower screen filter
1 pcs of coal tray (for large head)
1 pcs of tobacco tamper

CoCoBrico charcoal ID : AC31

volume: 1Kg
specification: 

CoCoBrico - natural charcoal made out of 
coconut shells for shisha pipes. Using this 
charcoal is very cost effective. One 1Kg package 
will give you more than 30 charcoal units with a 
heat above conventional natural charcoal. 
CoCoBrico die down without leaving much 
residues. The Ashes weighs only 2% of the 
original product weight. 80% less than usual 
charcoal. �

large head set
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chameleon lamp set ID : AC32

size: Ø205x80mm (Ø8x3.2")
specification: 

rechargeable chameleon lamp set ID : AC33

size: Ø205x80mm (Ø8x3.2")
specification: 

remote control ID : AC34

size: 164x34x16mm (6.5x1.4x0.6")
specification: 

The Chameleon lamp was designed to implement 
advanced high-brightness LED technologies. A chip 
controlled optical synthesis system offers user-
friendly operation and a limitless number of shades in 
full scale of the color spectrum. Chameleon has 
plenty of functionality options divided into four 
operational modes. With the help of Chameleon, two 
models of the Craft collection (Mirage and Mirage 
Grande) may be turned into an interactive lighting 
element or a position lamp, whose colours of all kinds 
of shades are set by a remote control. Thus, the 
water pipe transforms itself into a unique lighting 
object. 

This model of Chameleon lamp was designed for 
outdoor use, where mains power is not available. The 
stainless steel LED module of the Chamelon lamp 
contains a high-tech rechargeable Lithium-ion battery 
pack.  The unit provides 5 hours of continual 
illumination during normal use. The unit is not suitable 
for use in wet environments (for example, when it is 
raining) and should be kept out of direct sunlight.

A remote control with two micro  AAA batteries. 

Action radius: 15 meters (50 ft)

Set includes: stainless steel "CREE"LED module 
with integrated Li-ion battery pack,  remote control, 
audio cable set and power supply 22V.

Set includes: stainless steel "CREE"LED module, 
remote control, audio cable set, power supply 15V.
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power supply ID : AC35

size: 75x34x43mm (3.1x1.3x1.7") 
specification: 

power supply for rechargeable chameleon ID : AC36

size: 107x50x32
specification: 

audio cable set ID : AC37

specification: 

- Power supply AC-AC 22 V, designed to run on 
a 230 V socket. 

Power supply AC-AC 15 V, designed to run on a 
230 V socket. 

- adapter (3.5mm jack to 6.3mm) 

Audio cables to connect the lamp with source of 
audio signal. This set consists of three 
components:
- 3.5 mm jack stereo - cable M/M, length 1,5 m ( 
4.9 ft)
- 3.5 mm stereo jack - extension cable, M/F, 
length 5 m (16.6 ft)

! Never use any other power supply for 
Chameleon lamp. 

- 230 V cable. 

! Never use any other power supply for 
Chameleon lamp. 
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battery Li-ion pack ID : AC38

specification: 

Nominal Voltage : 18.5V 

spare Li-ion battery pack for Chameleon lamp

Manufacturer: SAMSUNG SDI
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plastic mat ID : AC39

size: Ø500mm (Ø19.6")
specification: 

large plastic mat ID : AC40

size: Ø700mm (Ø27.6")
specification: 

carpet mat ID : AC41

size: Ø750mm (Ø29.5")
specification: 

The transparent plastic mat under a shisha pipe 
for safer and more comfortable smoking.  

The transparent plastic mat under a shisha pipe 
for safer and more comfortable smoking.  

A carpet mat under a shisha pipe for safer and 
more comfortable smoking. The mat made from 
high twisted nylon is moisture absorbent and 
durable.  
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large carpet mat ID : AC42

size: Ø1100mm (Ø43.3")
specification: 

A carpet mat under a shisha pipe for safer and 
more comfortable smoking. The mat made from 
high twisted nylon is moisture absorbent and 
durable.  
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cleaning agent ID : ACP04

capacity: 500ml
specification: 

big brush ID : AC43

size: Ø80x450mm (Ø3.2x17.5")
specification: 

head tube brush ID : ACP05

size: Ø12x260mm (Ø0.5x10.2")
specification: 

The brush was designed for shisha Meduse Pipe 
cleaning and it will easily reach the very bottom 
of your pipe. The brush is adjustable, it can be 
swiftly set to the angle, in which you easily clean 
even the inner surface of the top glass part of 
the shisha pipe. We recommend using the brush 
together with the Cleaner cleaning agent.

Using the head tube brush you can clean  glass 
head-tube with ease. We recommend using the 
brush together with the Cleaner cleaning agent.

Highly effective Cleaner cleaning agent was 
developed specially for Meduse Pipes. Thanks 
to its enormous degreasing capacity it is perfect 
for removing the smoke sediments. We 
recommend using reasonable quantity of the 
cleansing agent (app. 1 tablespoon), foaming it 
with the brush, and then cleaning all inner 
surfaces of the pipe body.
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mirage handle brush ID : AC44

size: Ø18x320mm (Ø0.7x12.6")
specification: 

scrubbing pad ID : AC45

size: 100x150mm (3.9x5.9") 
specification: 

washing (handling) table ID : AC46

size: 200x340x270mm (7.8x13.4x10.6") 
specification: 

The brush was designed to help you clean the 
Mirage (Mirage Grande) glass hose handle. We 
recommend using the brush together with the 
Cleaner cleaning agent. 

The plastic washing table was designed for safe  
pipe glass corpus handling, cleaning and 
servicing. 

The scrubbing pad is useful to remove burnt 
impurity inside the shisha head and upper 
screen filter.
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transportation bag ID : AC47

size: Ø290x500mm (Ø11.4x19.7")
specification: 

wood box exclusive (noble+brute size) ID : AC48

size: 1010x320x320mm (39.8x12.6x12.6") 
specification: 

wood box exclusive (mirage size) ID : AC49

size: 1095x320x320mm (43.1x12.6x12.6") 
specification: 

The Meduse Pipes wood-box was created for 
protection and easy transportation of Meduse 
shisha pipe. Its made from high quality Oak tree 
wood. This box-size is designed for model 
Mirage with Chameleon lamp. 

The Meduse Pipes double-compartment kit-bag. 
The zipper bottom compartment is intended for 
the accessories, the top compartment should 
hold the glass body of your shisha pipe. The bag 
is not designed for longer trips, it is perfect for 
carrying your pipe around (e. g. the city).

The Meduse Pipes wood-box was created for 
protection and easy transportation of Meduse 
shisha pipe. Its made from high quality Oak tree 
wood. This box-size is designed for models 
Brute and Noble. 
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wood box exclusive (mirage grande size) ID : AC50

size: 1325x320x320mm (52.2x12.6x12.6") 
specification: 

The Meduse Pipes wood-box was created for 
protection and easy transportation of Meduse 
shisha pipe. Its made from high quality Oak tree 
wood. This box-size is designed for model 
Mirage Grande with Chameleon lamp. 


